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Details of Visit:

Author: Dirty Boy
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 18 Oct 2020 14:00
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

This is the usual place for MKE, I find it discreet with its free car park, discreet entrance and warm
friendly welcome... almost homely...
Clean, tidy, organised and professionally run.

The Lady:

Louise is about 5'6, taller obviously in her sexy high heels, she looks great face to face... for me
more sexier than her pictures reveal, she clearly keeps in immaculate shape, clean diet and her
body is absolutely outstanding... head to feet..., gorgeous smile, high cheek bones and her breasts
are rightly proportioned for her body.

The Story:

This is my 1st time visiting this lady as I had needed someone rather special to quench my female
drought I have been having due to current circumstances..., and boy was I not disappointed.

I contacted MKE and booking is always seamless and straight forward, the time soon came round
for me to be on my travels to MKE and not before long I was there parked up waiting for me to take
a stroll to the discreet entrance.

Pressed the door bell and let in straight away to a nice welcome, went through the Covid rules, and
was shown in the ground floor to wait for Louise, few minutes passed and Louise popped her
beautiful head round and said to follow her up to the top floor and she would be two minutes...
which she was.

Soon Louise entered and what I can say she is a sight for sore eyes, full of life and sunshine, with a
gorgeous face and a body crafted and built in the gym, genetics and her disciplined diet "which we
chatted about also", Combined that with a intuitive, friendly down to earth attitude that is happy to
oblige and willing to accommodate your needs .

I was initially a little anxious, more than normal as I have been out of step for a while and only now
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getting back into the swing of things, Louise was the tonic to my needs, and she delivered in
abundance. What transpired between me and Louise is between us, all I can say she provided all
the services I asked and nothing was ever too much trouble... she was exactly what I required at the
time was a sensual / fluffy GFE.

It is a true pleasure to chat with Louise, just added to the experience and really felt like i was
chatting to a lovely, cool, sexy friend..., great kisser, owo to name a few and she was happy to
oblige my minor request ;)... she really "looked after me.... wink wink.

I hope to see her again very soon as she really is one of the top ladies there and can see why, a
little smitten with her, so please treated her with the upmost respect as she truly deserves to be
treated like the sophisticated lady she is.

Great places like this provides a much needed outlet for all kinds of people that can for fill a need,
fantasy, desire or scratch the itch, and I view this kinds of services as a form of therapy and comfort
in the times we are living now "and even before"... for all walks of life and people that enjoy being
around lovely beautiful ladies.
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